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About This Game

PRiO is a visually-striking, yet challenging platformer about manipulating the environment around you.

To complete a stage, you must light up all the blocks in a level. The only problem is that not every block is active at the same
time. You must toggle between Red, Yellow, and Blue blocks to navigate each level without getting shot by turrets, impaled on

spikes, or falling to your death.

Key Features

 50 Action-Packed Levels

 Endless Mode

 A Fully Functional Level editor

 Striking Visuals
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 A Gorgeous Original Soundtrack

 Full Controller Support

 Color-Blind Friendly

Campaign

PRiO comes with 50 exciting levels to keep you busy for hours upon hours. This game is built around a simple concept of
toggling the environment in order to navigate. In the beginning, it may seem easy enough to handle, but as the levels go by, you'll

quickly realize the challenge that confronts you.

Endless Mode

In addition to a plethora of challenging levels, this game also comes with an Endless Mode. Race against a rising floor of deadly
spikes by endlessly climbing higher and higher in a randomly generated level. You can never beat endless mode, but you can

rack up a nice highscore by lighting up blocks in your frantic escape from an inevitable death!

The Level Editor

Yes, you read that correctly! You could be the proud owner of a fully functional level editor to create your own masterpiecel.
Save and load levels for later! Not only that, but you can even copy the level-code to your clipboard and paste it somewhere for

your friends to copy and paste into their own editor. No file transfers necessary!

Visuals

PRiO was meant to be a visually pleasing experience. While the gameplay itself is challenging, your eyes will have a wonderful
time letting in all the beautiful lighting effects and particles.

Soundtrack

The absolutely gorgeous soundtrack for this game was created by Erik Danielson at http://erikcld.bandcamp.com

Color-Blind Friendly

Because PRiO is about the three primary colors, it comes with a color-blind option for those who need it.

PRiO is currently only available on Windows.

Please note: The game is completely functional using a keyboard and mouse, however it's highly recommended that you use a
Gamepad to play PRiO.
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Great little game!

It's got 2 game modes - classic & strategy. Classic is a race against time. Strategy is slower paced (turn based), but actually much
harder because your resources are scarce & your turns are limited.

The game is short - I've played each plant a few times - but not all experiences need to last for hours. I hope the devs come up
with something else soon.. Early Access Watcher Public Service Announcement

Game: Uncanny Islands

Version: Initial Release

Gameplay Footage: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=1OGDmcUsviI

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer.

I have seen plenty of projects march their way into early access, but I never expected a project to be this bare bones after
discovering Integrity in November of last year. I have no problems with games releasing with their basic systems in place and a
understandable amount of content, but it is hard to justify uploading a project that looks to have taken an hour of random tree
placements and elevation adjustments. The only things you can do in the current version is cut trees, pick up sticks, toggle a
building placement and explore islands covered in trees (assuming you can travel the ocean floor without finding one of the
several missing texture spots that will send you falling off the landmass). There is no sounds outside walking noises, your sprint
makes you about a hair slower than the Flash, and even the cutting animation can bug out making it impossible to cut large trees
(which serve no purpose right now). Also experience random drops to 5 FPS or lower, which makes sprinting even more
headache enduring). Basically, what you see in the trailer is what you get, and I wanted to make sure of it before saying
anything. I highly recommend the developer rethink keeping this game up until they can at least get the basic systems, basic
tools, basic buildings, land mass adjustments and enemies before considering having this up. Avoid this product for the time
being. It is sad to say that even an asset flip would offer more than this game right now.

This has been a EAW PSA.. This is quite simply one of the most innovative and the most entertainning games I've played in a
while. With beautiful visuals, a smooth and pleasing soundtrack, combind with a unique gameplay that requires both stratagy
and skill. This game provides a experience that will leave you in absolute awe. I know I did, I have actually spent several idel
minutes exploring and admiring the map's beauty. It also has several secrets lying around on each map that creates an
environment of mystery or simply just silliness. If that dosen't convince you to get this amazing game. It also offers ingame Text-
To-Voice that is quite simply, ♥♥♥♥ing hilarious.
Get this game. It's well worth more then what it's being sold for.. Poor implentation, optimisation and absoloutely zilch in terms
of developer community communication. Disappointing mess, don't waste your time.. Its a wonderful strategy game! Witha
plethora of starships to choose from Armada2526 GE allows for limitless in battle strategies. While at the same time allowing
for dictator like control over all that goes on in your empire. If for one reason or another micromanaging becomes a pain,
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several features allow you to hand different aspects of control to the AI. Alothough there are only 18 different alien races, there
are several other factions with differnt perks than the main branch of that race. The map designer enpowers you to create just
about any galaxy you heart desires and choose the riches at each planet. The only down falls to this game may be that the game
can become a little monotonous after 200 turns if you don't set new goals for your-self and time between turns can be long if
you are playing with a lot of races. Above all the game provides a wide variety of stratagies to conqur the galaxy.. Save the
Dodos is a modern Lemmings game with dodos! Use the mouse to swap the terrain around and make sure all your derpy dodos
reach the exit safely without getting killed. The game has 100 levels to complete.

I'm quite impressed by the game! The terrain is divided in smaller squares. You use the mouse to swap the terrain both horizonal
and vertical. The levels get more challenging as you move on, but some levels have some clever loopholes that make them very
easy once you figured it out. You start with just the standard dodo, but as you move on you'll unlock different dodos that have
some unique ability compared to the original one. This can make a level extra easy or hard (depending on what youre trying to
do).

This game can get a bit bugged sometimes (frozen screen or multiple background sounds playing at once). But nothing a quick
restart can't fix! The Steam Overlay doesn't seem to be working either, which means no screenshots to share on Steam sadly..
Beautiful graphics and hardcore mechanics. Maybe a bit too hard. Great story either way.
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This game is has reinvigorated platformers for me!. Fun, really reminds me of Luigi's Mansion! Great game to share with kids,
especially at the low price.. One word..... BRILLIANT!!!!. Bought it in the bundle, and well worth it, even at full price.. [NOTE:
Review will become more in-depth in the future]

A trippy experience, reminds me of days long past watching old Science Fiction B-movies and Twilight Zone. And some of my
favorite Sci-Fi authors, such as Isaac Asimov and Philip K\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Flying around in a
planetship is excessive fun, though your mileage may vary.

There's a kind of crafting system in this game, where you utilize the periodic table (disclaimer: You don't need to know anything
about science, though it might help as the game is very intuitive science-wise. Ex: You'll find gasses in nebulous clouds, heavy
metals in asteroids, etc). With crafting, you can make things or conduct research with the available elements.

Through research, you can affect the lives of those inhabiting the planetship. Research also interacts with events that occur
outside of your ship. For instance, I researched something that increased repopulation exponentially. While flying around, some
of our food supply got infected by a fungi. I could have dropped it, or the option I chose: Try it out as a food source! It had a
reaction with our reproductive breakthrough, which allowed for spores to grow and detach from their parents to become
offspring. Offspring who doubled as a food source.

Sometimes you'll come across old satellites from Earth, endlessly broadcasting whatever video footage was placed on them.

There's so much more. Infinite cubes, hostile planets,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off space moths,
suns that you can fly into (or thru), black holes, worm holes. And so on.. damn near yeeted my computer like 80+ times, good
game though 10/10. Lost my patience with this one eventually. It was a present from a friend, so I decided to really give it a
go....It's awful. Clunky, slow and it takes ages to do anything like turn and move. The cars are a chore to drive, especially in that
mission that gives you 42 seconds to drive somewhere....It's NOT enough time, seriously I managed to GET ON THE
MARKER a few times but no, unlike in the past where it booted me to the mission, it arbitrarily expects me to GET OUT of the
car now? Honestly the driving segments are trash....take those away you are left with a Loaded\/Hotline Miami knock off...not
worth it at all, if not for the money but for the goddamn time you spend.

It is nowhere NEAR on par with the games it tries to be like, GTA, Hotline Miami, Loaded, Take No Prisoners and so on. (And
even those games could be a bit crap.). Very nice route! Kinda gives you that Florida "feel". The route has beautiful scenery,
Lots of High Speed areas, etc.... only a few flaws as in....

CSX Dash 8-40CW
-Starts in Dynamic braking
-Lights are a little too yellow
-Same old problems like the other DLC's

Amtrak P42DC
-Same engine, horn, bell sounds from the Empire Builder
-Viewliner Stairs doesn't drop down.

Mods can make it better but besides that, great route! Tons of workshop scenarios for it. I recommend it.. I just love it!
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